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TRƯỜNG THCS QUANG TRUNG            

TỔ ANH VĂN                                                 

 

NỘI DUNG ÔN TẬP TRONG THỜI GIAN HỌC SINH NGHỈ HỌC 

ĐỂ PHÒNG, CHỐNG DỊCH BỆNH Covid-19 

MÔN TIẾNG ANH – LỚP 8 (CHƯƠNG TRÌNH ĐẠI TRÀ) 

 

I. TOPIC: Unit 9 – A first- aid course  

II. SKILLS 

1. Listening: Listen for detailed and specific information about the first- aid. 

2. Speaking: Make and respond to offers, promises and requests. 

3. Reading: Read for general and specific information about the first aid and recycling. 

4. Writing: Write a thank-you note to your friend.  

III. LANGUAGE FOCUS 

- Using “in order (not) to / so as (not) to” to express purpose. 

- Using “Will/ Shall” in Future Simple. 

IV. EXECISES 

Exercise I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others  

1. A. ambulance                  B. bandage                        C. damage                      D. patient 

2. A. bite                              B. revive                           C. promise                     D. minimize 

3. A. first                              B. victim                           C. facility                       D. notice 

4. A. conscious                     B. shock                            C. promise                     D. hold 

5. A. calm                             B. badly                             C. flat                             D. handkerchief 

6. A. hit                                 B. tight                               C. injection                    D. sting 

Exercise II. Vocabulary and grammar 

1. Cool the burn immediately so as to ________________ tissue damage. (maximize/ ease/ minimize/ relieve) 

2. He broke his leg, so he has to use a (n) _________________ to get around. (scale/ stretcher/ wheelchair/ 

ambulance). 

3. ________________ is used to check one’s eyesight.  (Eyepiece/ Eyeshade/ Eye- glass/ Eye- chart) 

4. Shall I do the washing-up ? - ______________________. ( I don’t think so/ I’m sorry I can’t/ No, thanks. I can do 

it myself/ I’m afraid not) 

5. The doctor will ____________ you, then give you some medicine and advice. (take care/ check/ examine/ look 

for) 

6. Please give me a _________________. He gets a bad cut on his leg. (blanket/ wheelchair/ chart/ scissors) 

7. Don’t give the victim any food or drink if he or she gets ______________. (happy/ sad/ shock/ fainting) 

8. Minh : Would you mind if I used your laptop for one hour? _ Phong :    …………………… ( I’m sorry. I can’t/ 

No, thanks/ Don’t do that/ I’d prefer you didn’t) 

9.  Mai : Can you lend me your book ? I promise I will give it back to you soon . – Nga: ………………… (Yes, 

please/ No, thanks/ Don’t forger/ All right) 

10. Nga : Would you mind putting out your cigarette?  . – Mr. Nam :  ………………… (Yes, I would/ No, I 

wouldn’t/ No, thank you) 

11. They moved to the big city _________well-paying jobs. ( in order to get/ for getting/ in order not to forget/ so 

that getting) 
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12. _________is a type of bed used for carrying the sick or injured people. ( Stretcher/ Ambulance/ Bandage/ 

Crutch) 

13. I think I _________home across the park. ( walk/ will walk/ am walking/ walking) 

14. She has been _________for days after the accident. (conscious/ unconscious/ consciously/ unconsciously) 

15. Scale is an instrument for showing _________people or things are. (how heavy/ how tall/ how old/ how high) 

16. That bag looks heavy. I _________you with it. (will help/ am going to help/ am helping/ help) 

17. Calm _________and tell me what happened. (out/ down/ in/ up) 

18. Sam was trying hard _________. ( not to laugh/ to not laugh/ not laughing/ to not laughing) 

19. _________is a long stick that someone put under their arm to help them walk when they have hurt their 

leg. (Crutch/ Wheelchair/ Stretcher/ Bandage) 

20. These medicines can _________your headache. (ease/ elevate/ revive/ affect) 

21. Please …………….. an ambulance to Quang Trung School. (sent/ send/ to send/ sending) 

22. Thank you very much ………… the flower you sent me yesterday. (at/ to/ in/ for) 

23. ……………. means not buying products which are overpackaged. ( Reuse/ Recycle/ Reduce/ Refund) 

24. The cup of coffee kept her _________________ all night. (awake/ alone/ asleep/ alive) 

25. We can reuse things …………… envelopes, glass and plastic bottles and old plastic bags. (as/ like/ such/ so) 

26. Drink cans are brought back to the factory for ___________ . ( recycling/ buying/ making/ eating) 

27. Try to ________________ the amount of fat in your diet. (reuse/ refill/ reduce/ recycle) 

28. Don’t overheat the victim with blankets or coat. ( make someone too hot/ make someone too cold/ hurt someone/ 

destroy someone) 

29. It’s dangerous ________________ in this river. (swim/ to swim/ swimming/ swam) 

30. They grow food for their animals and use the ________ for fertilizing their fields. ( trash/ dung/ fertilizer/ 

compost) 

 

Exercise III. Combine each pairs of these sentences, using in order (not) to / so as (not) to : 

1. I have to go to the bank. I want to change some money. 

               

2. He left his rifle outside. He didn’t want to frighten his wife. 

               

3. Nguyen is studying English. He wants to go to an American university. 

               

4. He read only for short periods each day. He didn’t want to strain his eyes. 

               

5. They got up very early. They wanted to get to the top of the hill before sunrise. 

               

6. We must keep our gloves on. We don’t want to get cold. 

               

7. Nam knocked on the door. He wanted to wake me up. 

               

8. He studied hard. He didn’t want to repeat classes. 

               

9. I am buying paint. I want to repaint the gate of my house. 
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10. I took off my shoes. I didn’t want to make any noise.    

               

11. I am saving money. I want to go to Canada to visit my cousin. 

               

12. He was playing softly. He didn’t want to disturb anyone. 

               

 

Exercise IV. Choose the best answer, then answer the questions. 
Yesterday, when I was riding along a busy street, I saw an (1) _________. A woman was knocked down when she 

crossed the zebra crossing. Many people stopped (2) ________ their help. A policeman arrived and asked a young 

man to phone for an (3) ________, the policeman and some people tried to (4) _________ the bleeding. They use a 

handkerchief to cover the wound, then put pressure on it and hold it (5) _________ They tried to talk to her so (6) 

________ to keep her (7) _______. After about three minutes, the ambulance (8) _________ and the woman was 

taken to the hospital. 

1. A. accident  B. event              C. ambulance   D. emergency 

2. A. offer   B. offering   C. to offering   D. to offer 

3. A. ambulance  B. first-aid   C. arrangement  D. address 

4. A. cut   B. hold    C. stop    D. cover 

5. A. tight   B. tightly   C. tightness   D. tights 

6. A. time   B. addition   C. order   D. as 

7. A. awake   B. unconscious  C. asleep   D. warm 

8. A. arrives   B. is arriving   C. arrived   D. has arrived 

Answer the questions. 

1. When did the accident happen? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

2. Where was the woman knocked down? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

3. Who telephoned for an ambulance? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

4. What did they do to stop the bleeding? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

5. What did they try to talk to her for? 

________________________________________________________________ 

6. How long did the ambulance arrive? 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

Exercise V. Read the passage and then decide whether the statements that follow are TRUE (T) or FALSE (F): 

   In Britain, the milkmen bring bottles of milk to houses and collect the empty ones. The empty bottles are then 

cleaned and refilled. Every milk bottle can be reused thirty times.  People throw away billions of cans every year 

all over the world. In Oregon, the government made a new law several years ago. They said that there must be a 

deposit on all drink cans. The deposit is returned when people bring the cans back for recycling.    

1. In Britain, the bottles of milk cannot be reused.                                                 
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2. The milkmen collect the empty bottles of milk.                                                

3. People use every milk bottle thirty times. 

4. The deposit is never returned when people bring the cans back for 

recycling.  

Exercise VI. Read the following passage and choose the best answers to each of the questions below.  

I’m in the hospital! I’ve broken my leg! But don’t worry. I’ll be all right. I’ve been here since last Sunday. I had 

an accident at a football match. I tried to kick the ball but I kicked the goal post! The pain was quite bad, so Dad 

brought me to the hospital the same day. I had a small operation three days ago. The nurses and doctors have been 

really nice, but the food’s disgusting. I prefer Mum’s cooking! 

goal post (n) cột khung thành /operation (n) ca phẫu thuật 

1. Where is the writer? 

 A. He’s going on a vacation.  B. He’s at home.  

 C. He’s in hospital.   D. He’s at school.  

2. What has happened to him? 

 A. He has had a cold.   B. He has broken his leg.  

 C. He has had an accident.  D. b & c are correct 

3. He felt _________pain.  

 A. no  B. not much  C. a lot of  D. a&b are correct 

4. What does the word ‘disgusting’ in line 4 mean? 

 A. delicious  B. good  C. healthy  D. awful 

5. Which of the following is NOT true? 

 A. The writer has broken his leg because he kicked the goal post.  

 B. He was brought to the hospital last Sunday.  

 C. He doesn’t like the nurses and the doctors there.  

 D. He had a small operation and he will be all right.  

Exercise V. Read the following passage and choose the item (a, b, c, or d) that best answers each of the questions 

about it. 

It all happened rather quickly - the doctors realized that I needed to have my appendix out immediately, to prevent 

things from getting any worse, and they operated on me straight away. But I’m not feeling too bad and I’m getting 

better all the time. The doctors say it will take about a week for me to get over the operation completely. 

I do find it a bit boring here - there’s nothing to do. They say I mustn’t get up unless it’s absolutely necessary, so I 

can’t even get to the TV room. 

appendix (n) ruột thừa      prevent (v) ngăn 

operate (v) phẫu thuật 

1. Who is the author? 
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a. a patient   b. a nurse    c. a victim     d. a&c are correct  

2. What is the passage written about? 

a. an accident   b. an event    c. an emergency                           d. a festival 

3. How long does it take him to get over the operation completely? 

a. two days   b. seven days               c. fourteen days                            d. thirty days  

4. How does the author feel after the operation? 

a. He feels too bad. 

b. He feels a bit boring in the hospital. 

c. He feels better all the time. 

d. b & c are correct 

5. Which of the following is not true? 

a. The author is watching TV    b. He is going home soon.   c. He can’t get up.       d. He can’t go to the TV room. 

Exercise VI. Read the following passage and choose the item (a, b, c, or d) that best answers each of the questions 

about it. 

When people have a cold, a fever, or the flu, they usually go to the doctor for help, or they get some medicine 

from the drugstore. But many people also use home remedies for common illnesses. Here are some simple home 

remedies. 

Burns 

Put the burn under cold water or put a cold handkerchief on it. Then apply aloe vera gel to the burn. It’s important 

not to put ice on the burn. 

Cough 

Drink warm liquids or take some honey. 

Headaches 

Apply an ice pack or cold cloth to your head, or splash your face with cold water. It’s also a good idea to put your 

hands into hot water and leave them there for several minutes. Also, you shouldn’t read or watch TV.  

aloe vera gel (n) gel nha dam/ lô hội    splash (v) vỗ (nước) 

1. When people have a cold, a fever, or the flu they____. 

a. go to the doctor         b. buy some medicine 

c. use home remedies         d. all are correct 

2. What does the word ‘common’ in line 3 mean? 

a. dangerous    b. serious   c. bad      d. minor 

3. We should put_____on the burn. 

a. a cold handkerchief   b. aloe vera gel          c. ice                                d. a & b are correct 
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4. We can replace the word ‘take’ in line 9 with_____. 

a. ‘buy’  b. ‘need’                                     c. ‘put’                 d. ‘eat or drink’ 

5. Which of the following is not true? 

a. You should drink warm water if you have a cough. 

b. You shouldn’t put your hand into hot water for a few minutes if you have a headache. 

c. You should apply an ice pack to your head if you have a headache. 

d. It’s important not to read or watch TV if you have a headache. 

Exercise VII. Write a thank-you note to your friend 
Dear Minh,  

Thank/ much/ flowers/ you/ send/ my birthday. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

They/ beautiful/ they/ help/ cheer/up. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

I/ happy/ receive them. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Would/ like/ play chess/ me/ weekend? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

I/ phone you/ Saturday. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Love,  

Mai .  

 

Exercise VIII. Complete the thank - you note. 

Dear Lan, 

Thank / very much/  teddy bear / sent me / my birthday. It / very nice, lovely / I really / it. 

I / just finished / final exam, / I / free now. I / it might / nice to go / a picnic / the weekends. / you go / me? We / go 

/ Dambri waterfall / Sunday afternoon. I / you’ll / me. 

I / telephone you / Thursday. 

Your friend, 

Huong 
Dear Lan, 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Your friend, 
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Huong  

The end. 


